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ABSTRACT 

Mollyzatul Ulfa. 1502050124. “The Implementation of Students Teams 

Achievement Divisions Assisted by Comic Media on Students’ Achievement 

in Writing”. Skipsi. English Education Department of Faculty of Teacher 

Training and Education. University of Muhammadiyah Sumatera Utara. 

Medan. 2019. 

 

This study dealt with the implementation of Students Teams Achievement 

Divisions (STAD) assisted by comic media to improve students’ achievement in 

writing. this research was created to investigate the improvement on the students’ 

writing achievement, to describe the students’ activities and the teachers’ 

performance in writing achievement by applying Students Teams Achievement 

Divisions (STAD) assisted by comic media. This study was conducted by using 

Classroom Action Research (CAR). The subject of this research was all students 

in IX-I at SMP SWASTA BAKTI II MEDAN. There were two kinds of data 

collected in this research, namely quantitative and qualitative data. The 

quantitative data were taken from the students’ score in writing achievement, 

while the qualitative ones obtained from the observation of students’ activity and 

teacher’s performance in learning process. Those data were analyzed 

quantitatively and qualitatively. The research findings showed that there was an 

improvement of students’ score after applying Students Teams Achievement 

Divisions (STAD) assisted by comic media; in pre-test, the students’ average 

score was 0% (no one got score more than 80), in cycle I, the students’ average 

score was 40% (10 students got score more than 80) and in cycle II the students’ 

average score was 84% (21 students got score more than 80). It was also found 

that the students’ activities and teacher’s performance increased; the average 

percentage of students’ activities in the learning process was 50.33% in the first 

cycle and increased to 83.5% in the second. While, the teacher’s performance in 

learning had improved well with the average percentage of 51% in the first cycle 

and 82% in second cycle. Based on the results from quantitative and qulitative 

data analysis, it was proved that Students Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD) 

assisted by comic media improved the students’ achievement in writing. 

 

Keywords: STAD, comic media, students’ writing achievement.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. The Background of the Study  

Writing is one of the English language skills that have an important role 

not only in formal situation but also informal one, sometimes students’ cannot 

verbalize their opinion, ideas or feelings but they can express them through 

writing (Yulianti, 2017). Writing has become an important skill for future life 

because it is required in various aspects such as science, technology, and others. 

Writing should become familiar in students’ daily life, because they do writing in 

order to complete many tasks of their studies. Writing practice can help the 

students’ to improve their vocabulary and of course increase their ability in 

grammar (Sukma, 2015). 

Writing can mean product or process (Nunan, 2003). Writing is 

considered as a complex process because it goes through different stages to reach 

its final format (i.e., prewriting, writing, and editing). Besides, it involves mental 

processes, thinking and rethinking to produce sentences. The writing process 

actually is a way of looking at writing instruction in which emphasis is on what 

students think and do as they write (Tompkins, 2000). The process includes 

several elements. They are planning (considering purpose, audience, and the 

content structure), drafting, editing (reflecting and revising), and producing final 

version (Harmer, 2004). Writing also defined as products (essays, formal reports,
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etc). Teacher should use different strategies to encourage students to do their best 

the writing process and generate acceptable writing products. 

In K-13 curriculum, it was expected that the students should be able to 

write some kinds of text with correct organization, appropriate vocabulary and 

grammar, and good mechanic of writing (punctuation, spelling, and 

capitalization). Writing enchances the ability of the students to generate their 

ideas, to communicate on word to another, sentence to sentence, paragraph to 

paragraph and to increase the awareness of using grammar and to use words. 

Vocabulary has an important role at this point. The students who were good at 

vocabulary will not face the difficulty in generating ideas on writing. 

In reality, students’ seemed to get fail in writing. They still had low 

ability in writing. This case was based on the preliminary observation done by the 

researcher assisted by the teacher of SMP SWASTA BAKTI II MEDAN showed 

that all students were failed to attain the minimum standard score of 80. It means 

that the students still had low scores in writing skill, especially in writing recount 

text. 

The low ability of students in writing were indicated from some 

indications such as students get bored in studying recount text, students had limits 

vocabulary when they write recount text, some students lack of motivation to 

write recount text; they did not pay attention to the teachers explanation because 

the teaching method and media did not encourage them to become independent 

learners as demanded by the curriculum; the students did not had enough interest 

in learning recount text. Then, it led to the participant only from a few students 
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meanwhile other students were still passive in classroom. Mental problem also 

became one of the obstacles to the difficulty of the students to write, because 

some students often feel confused about writing and afraid to write wrongly. 

Based on reality above, for the successful of teaching writing skill to 

junior high school students, teachers must develop the curriculum, select the 

appropriate teaching materials, apply interesting teaching media, and learning 

assessments. Furthermore, one way to help the teacher in teaching writing was by 

using interesting method. One kind of interesting method can use was Students 

Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD). Students Teams Achievement Divisions 

(STAD) was a cooperative learning method developed by Slavin and his 

colleagues at John Hopkins University. STAD was the easiest technique to be 

applied in the classroom among the other cooperative learning techniques 

(Palmer, 1998). STAD was the most successful cooperative learning technique to 

improve students’ achievement (Thompson, 1987). 

The researcher hoped that by using this method students were active as 

participants and they had more chance to express their minds, ideas, and 

imagination. They felt something new way of study in their class than what they 

usually get. Therefor, the researcher used STAD in teaching recount text in the 

classroom. 
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B. The Identification of the Problems 

The problems of the study were identified clearly as the followings:  

1. The students writing ability was still low. 

2. The students had low vocabulary in recount text.  

3. The students were lack of ideas in writing recount text.  

4. The students felt bored in writing. 

 

C. The Scope and Limitation  

The scope of this research focused on writing skills. It was limited on 

writing recount text. 

 

D. The Formulation of the Problem  

The problem of this research was formulated as follow: Is there any 

significant improvement in the students’ achievement after the implementation of 

Students Teams Achievement Divisions assisted by Comic Media in teaching 

writing? 

 

E. The Objective of the Study  

The objective of the research was: to investigate the effectiveness of 

using Students Teams Achievement Divisions assisted by Comic Media in 

improving students’ writing achievement. 
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F. The Significance of the Study  

The results of this study were expected to be useful theoretically and 

practically. Theoretically, those were the valuable references in improving the 

readers’ knowledge, especially about recount text. Then, practically, it 

significantly gave a contribution to the teacher, student, school, and other 

researchers as elaborated below: 

1. For teachers; those gave inspiration for teachers to apply Students Teams 

Achievement Divisions assisted by Comic in their teaching especially in 

teaching recount text. 

2. For students; those improved their interest and motivation in recount text. 

3. For school; those contributed to varying the teaching strategy to be applied by 

the teachers. 

4. Other researchers; motivating other researchers to do further research, 

especially about recount text. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

A. Theoretical Framework 

1. Writing 

Writing belongs to the productive skill that demands the students to 

produce their thoughts, ideas, and feelings or to convey message to the reader in 

written form. Writing plays a very important role in humans’ daily life. Many 

information, announcement, letters, invitation, or even warnings are made in the 

form of writing. At school, the students also have many writing works such as, 

making a note, making list, and making any kinds of writing texts like descriptive, 

recount, narrative, spoof and etc. By writing, all of the information can be shared 

easily and the social relationship in communicating can be maintained (Okta, 

2017). 

Writing needs some processes of thinking. It means that students need to 

gather ideas to write a good story or text. The nature of writing has a number of 

stages such as brainstorming, making notes, planning, writing a draft, editing, 

producing another draft, and proof-reading or editing again. Those stages can help 

the students in writing process (Spratt et al, 2005). The one major theme in 

pedagogical research on writing is the nature of the composing process of writing 

(Brown, 2001). 

The long process of writing which happened in the classroom does not 

only concern with the developing writing skills of the students but also enforcing 

6 
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the teaching process in certain part (Broughton et al, 1980). English writing as 

foreign language very often consists of copying down sentences in order to 

establish patterns which have just been orally presented. Those generally caused 

by the fact that writing is never an easy activity to do. There are a lot of process to 

go through and many aspects to consider in producing a good product of writing. 

The teachers are supported to find and explore new techniques to be applied in the 

classroom to help the students in improving their writing skill. This will make the 

students to find that writing is a fun activity to do. The different techniques used 

by the teacher can support the students to develop their learning and writing skills 

such as producing fixed patterns, identifying and correcting problems in the 

student’s control of the language system (Hyland, 2003). 

Based on the theories above, the researcher concluded that writing was a 

form of thinking and a way to produce language that comes from our thought. By 

using writing, we can share our idea, feeling or anything that exists in our mind. 

 

1.1 Purpose of Writing 

There are some purposes of writing as proposed by Tarigan (2008), as 

follows: 

a. Assessment purpose; the author writes something because of its own will. 

b. Altrutic purpose; the author to please the reader , helps the reader to 

understand. 

c. Persuasive purpose;  the author to convince the reader. 
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d. Information purpose; the author is aim to provide information or information 

to the reader. 

e. Self experience; to introduce or express the author to the reader. 

f. Creative purpose; to introduce or express the author to the reader. 

g. Problem solving purpose; the author wants to solve the problem encountered. 

 

1.2 Process of Writing 

The process of writing is a way of looking at what people do when they 

compose written text. In composing a written text, the writer has to consider the 

steps in order to produce a good text (Harmer, 2004). Harmer suggested the four 

main steps in writing. Those steps are: (a) planning, (b) drafting, (c) editing, and 

(d) final version. 

a. Planning 

Experienced writers plan what they are going to write. When planning, 

writers have to think about three main issues. Purpose is the first thing that 

the writer has to consider. It influences not only the type of the text they 

produce, but also the language they use and the information they choose. 

Next is audience which influences the shape of writing and the choice of 

language. And the last thing the writer has to consider is the content structure. 

It includes how best to sequence the facts, ideas, or argument. 
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b. Drafting  

The first version of a piece of writing is draft. When writing process 

continued into editing, a number of drafts may be produced on the way to the 

final version. 

c. Editing (Reflecting and Revising) 

The drafts that have been composed will be edited to produce a good writing. 

Perhaps the order of information is not clear, ambiguous or confusing. 

Reflecting and revising are often helped by other readers (or editors) who 

comment and make suggestions.  

d. Final Version 

Once writers have edited their draft, making the changes they consider to be 

necessary, they produce their final version. This may look considerably 

different from both the original plan and the first draft, because things have 

changed in the editing process. 

 

1.3 Types of Writing 

There are some kinds of writing relevant to the types of text (Greenberg, 

1985). Namely: (a) Narrative, (b) Persuasive, (c) Argumentative, (d) Descriptive, 

and (e) Recount. 

a. Narrative 

Narrative writing tells a personal or fictional experience or tell a story, an 

event or process chronologically in certain time based on a real or imagined 

event. This writing involves two dominates elements; time and action. The 
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main goal of narrative is to explain the clear the clear information about 

phrase, steps and choronological order of a process. 

b. Persuasive 

Persuasive writing attemps to convince the reader to accept a particular point 

of view or to take a specific action. Persuasive tries to get the win or 

agreement from the readers. It needs a lot of emotion so that makes this 

paragraph to be illogical as its weakness. 

c. Argumentative 

The purpose of argumentative is to influence readers opinions, attitude and 

their way of thinking to do whatever the writer wants. The writer needs 

efforts to convince the audience providing some available reason and proof 

logically. 

d. Descriptive 

Descriptive is a type of paragraph which describes something in details in 

order to enable the readers to see, feel, hear, and touch it directly or involved 

themselves in the event. In this case, a writer must be able to describe an 

object based on its specific characterization. 

e. Recount 

Recount has a function to retell events or experiences that have occurred in 

the past. This text aims to provide information or entertain readers who read 

this text. 
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1.4 Assessment of Writing 

In writing, there are achievements that must be obtained by students. 

Achievement is a word that means a thing done successfully, especially with 

effort and skill (Hornby, 1995). Achievement in writing can be reached by making 

good effort in the teaching and learning process. In order to increase the writing 

achievement, both students’ and teachers was worked together to compose and 

perform a communicative, effective and fun situation in the class. Making an 

innovative media, prepared lesson plan and well management class also kinds of 

good effort that was conducted by the teachers to help the students’ can study 

writing effectively. In teaching writing, the teacher makes every effort that can be 

done in the classroom by providing a good lesson plan and media so that students’ 

achievement was improved. 

According to Haris (1969), There are five components in writing 

assessment, there are: (a) content, (b) form/organization, (c) grammar, (d) style, 

and (e) mechanic. 

a. Content 

The substance of  writing, the ideas expressed. Writing must convey the main 

idea or an attentive reader should be able to grasp the writer purpose. 

b. Form/Organization 

The organization of the content. Writing should content logical or associative 

connection and transtition which clearly express the relationship of the idea 

described. 
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c. Grammar 

The employment of grammatical form and syntatic pattern. Writing should 

adhere to the rules of grammar related to the tenses with sequence of time. 

d. Style 

The choice of structure of lexical items to give a particular tone or flavor to 

the writing should engage its reader through original insight and precise. 

e. Mechanic 

The use of graphic convention of the language. Writing must use a good 

spelling, punctuation, and tidy and clean writing. 

Based on the evaluation component above, the indicator of writing 

assessment in the following table: 

 

Table 2.1 Evaluation Component of Writing 

Component Score Indicator 

Content 30-27 

Excellent to 

very good 

Knowledgeable, substantive, development of 

thesis, relevant to assign topic 

26-22 

Good to 

average 

Sure knowledge of subject, adequate range, 

limited development of thesis, mostly relevant to 

topic but lacks detail. 

21-17 

Fair to poor 

Limited knowledge of subject, little substance, 

inadequate development of topic 

16-13 

Very poor 

Does enough to evaluate not show knowledge of 

subject, non-substantive, patinent, or not enough 

to evaluate. 

Form/ 

Organization 

20-18 

Excellent to 

very good 

Fluent expressions, ideas, clearly 

stated/supported succinct, well-organized, logical 

sequencing, cohesive 

17-14 

Good to 

average 

Somewhat choppy, loosely organized but main 

ideas stand out, limited support, logical but 

incomplete sequence 

13-10 

Fair to poor 

Non-fluent, ideas confused or disconnected, lack 

llogical sequencing and development 
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9-7 

Very poor 

Does not communicate, no organization or 

enough to evaluate 

Vocabulary/ 

Style 

20-18 

Excellent to 

vey good 

Sophisticated rang, effective word/idiom choice 

and usage, word from mastery, appropriate 

register 

17-14 

Good to 

average 

Adequate range, occasional errors of word/idiom 

form choice, usage but meaning not obscured 

13-10 

Fair to poor 

Limited range, frequent error of word/idiom 

form, choice, usage, meaning confused or 

obscured 

9-7 

Very poor 

Essentially translation, little knowledge of 

English, vocabulary, idiom, word form, or not 

enough to evaluate. 

Grammar 25-22 

Excellent to 

very good 

Effective, complex construction, few error of 

agreement, tense, number, word, order/function, 

articles, pronouns, preposition 

21-18 

Good to 

average 

Effective but simple construction, minor problem 

complex construction, several errors agreement, 

tense, number, word, order/function. Articles, 

pronouns, preposition, but meaning sledom 

abscured. 

17-11 

Fair to poor 

Major problem in simple/complex construction, 

frequent error of negation, agreement, tense, 

number, word, order/function, articles, pronouns, 

preposition and or fragment, run-ons, delections, 

meaning confused or abscured 

10-5 

Very poor 

Virtually no mastery of sentence construction 

rule, dominated by errors, does no communicate, 

or not enough to evaluate 

Mechanic 5 

Excellent to 

very good 

Demonstrate mastery of conventions, few errors 

of spelling, puntuation, capitalization, 

paragraphing 

4 

Good to 

average 

Occasional errors of spelling, punctuation, 

capitalization, paragraphing, but meaning not 

abscured 

3 

Fair to poor 

Frequent errors of spelling, punctuation, 

capitalization, paragraphing, poor handwriting, 

meaning confused or abscured 

2 

Very poor 

No mastery of conventions, dominated by errors 

of spelling, punctuation, capitalization, 

paragraphing, handwriting ilegible, or not enough 

to evaluate 
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From the explanation above, can be concluded that the criteria of writing 

are: 

 

Table 2.2 Assessment Criteria of Writing 

Criteria of Mastery 

(Total Score) 
Grade 

91-100 Excellent 

81-90 Very Good 

71-80 Good 

61-70 Fair 

51-60 Poor 

41-50 Very Poor 

 

2. Recount Text 

Recount text is one of common text types that used in writing. Recount 

are sequential texts which consist of series of events (Knapp, 2005). Writing 

recount text is an activity to write the record of events in the past time. The events 

are reported chronologically according to the setting of time and place with the 

use of a number of conjunction and sequence marker. Recount are retelling of past 

events (Cavanagh, 1998). They are usually written as a series of events in the 

order in which they happen. The purpose of recount text is to retell past events. It 

tells information about what happened, when it happened, where it happened, and 

who was involved. 

Recount text is a text that tells the reader or listener what happen in the 

past through a sequence of events (Grace, 2007). The generic structures of recount 

text are orientation, event, and re-orientation. It is one kind of text that had been 

learnt by students’ when they were in junior high school. It means that students’ 
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had known about recount text because it had studied in some meetings and they 

had good comprehend about recount text (Sukma, 2015). 

 

2.1 Generic Structure of Recount Text 

In recount text there are three generic structure of recount text (Hyland, 

2004). Generic structure of recount text is as follows: (1) Orientation: contains the 

topic of an activity or event that will be told, (2) Records of Events: contains a 

record of activities or events in the past that are told in sequence according to the 

chronology of the activity, and (3) Re-Orientation: contains concise conclusion of 

what has been stated in the event. 

The functions for each generic structure are summarized as stated in the 

following table: 

 

Table 2.3 Generic Structure of Recount Text 

Text Element Function 

Orientation 1) To attract the readers attention. 

2) To show the reader about the topic of activities or past 

activities or events that will be told. 

3) It must be interesting, which can provoke readers to find out 

details or complete information. 

4) The use of adjectives to describe personal attitude, for 

example: It was wonderful and we liked it much. Very. 

Records of 

Events 

1) To provide details about the activity or event in sequence. 

2) Chronologically told of the activities carried out. It can use 

sequence markes: first, second, third, etc. Or first, next, after 

that, then, finally. 

3) Grammatical Patterns: 

a. The use of predicate with past tense verb, past perfect 

tense, past continuous tense. 

b. The use of verbs of doing predicate, for example: went, 
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took, saw, got, departed, left, etc. Which describes the 

activity. 

c. The use of adjectives which serves to show self attitude, 

for example: It was wonderful, We enjoyed it very much, 

We were really happy, etc. 

Re-Orientation 1) To express personal attitude about activities or events that are 

told at Events. 

2) In the form of conclusions accompanied by statements of 

self-attitude (personal attitude), for example:  

Although we had to spend much of our time and money to 

visit those places, we were really happy. We mean to go 

back again for another kind of vacation one day. 

 

 

2.2 Types of Recount Text 

In exploring how text works (Derewianka, 1990), there are three types of 

recount text. That is: (a) personal recount text, (b) factual recount text, and (c) 

imaginative recount text. 

a. Personal recount text 

Personal recount is a recount that retells of an activity that writer or speaker 

has been personally involved in (e.g. oral anecdote, diary entry).  

b. Factual recount text 

Factual recount is a recount that records the particulars of an accident (e.g. 

report of science experiment, police report, news report, historical recount). 

c. Imaginative recount text 

Imaginative recount is a recount that takes on an imaginary role and giving 

details events (e.g. day in the life of a Roman Slave: How I invited. . .). 
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2.3 Language Features of Recount Text 

There are some characteristics of recount text which this text always 

uses. (Hyland, 2004). It is called language feature which are:  

a. Using nouns and pronouns to identify people animals or things involved.  

b. It can be written in the first or the third person  

- 1st person. It is happening to the person writing the recount i.e. I went to 

the park.  

- 3rd person. An observer is telling it i.e. Tom went to the park, there he saw 

a pon.  

c. Using action verbs to refer to events  

d. Using past tense to locate events in relation to speaker’s or writer’s time.  

e. Using conjunctions and time conversations and time connectives to sequence 

the events  

f. Using adverbs and adverbial phrase to indicate place and time  

g. Using of adjective to describe nouns. 

 

2.4 Constructing Recount Text 

The are some steps for constructing written recount text. Board (1998) 

proposes four steps to construct a recount text as the following: 

a. The first paragraph that give background information about who, what, where 

and when. It is called on orientation. 

b. A record of events usually recounted in chronological order, named; event 1, 

event 2, event 3. 
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c. A personal comment and or evaluative remarks, which are interspersed 

throughout the record of events named evaluation. 

d. A re-orientation which “rounds off” the sequences of events or retell about 

what happened in the end. 

The following story was the example of recount text and also including 

the generic structure. 

 

Diving in Bunaken Island 

 

Last year, I left New Zealand for Bunaken Island. 

I went there with a group of New Zealand divers. 

Geeting there was not quite easy. 

Soon after our arrival at Bunaken, we got a 

general briefing, it included a description about how 

to take pictures under water. 

Then, we began out diving. In our diving, we saw 

groups of tiny fish. In other to identify them, we 

needed a good guide. Without some knowledge of 

their habitat and behavior, it was difficult to identify. 

In summary, the trip was mostly enjoyable. This 

place is so impressive with its marine life. 

 

 

3. Students Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD) 

Students Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD) is one type of 

cooperative that emphasizes the exsitence of activities and interaction among 

students’ to motivate each other and help each other in mastering the subject 

matter in order to achive maximum achievement (Salvin, 2009). 

The type of STAD is one of the simplest cooperative learning methods, 

and is the best model for beginning for new teachers using a cooperative approach 

Orientationn 

Event 1 

Event 2 

Re-Orientation 
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(Salvin, 2009). In addition this method is also very easy to adapt and has been 

used in mathematics, science, social science, English, engineering, and may other 

subject, and the secondary to tertiary level (Sharan, 2009). 

 

3.1 Purpose of Students Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD) 

There are several purposes of STAD (Slavin, 1995) why STAD can 

improve students’ writing achievement. They are as follows: 

a. STAD is one of the major approach that is accepted as an effective technique 

of cooperative learning developed by Slavin (1995). This technique can be 

very effective in increasing students’ achievement and students’ motivation in 

many subject grade levels when students’ group are rewarded on the basic of 

average learning of the groups member. 

b. STAD also refers to a technique of instruction where by students’ work 

together in groups to reach common goals. Thus the group has respond ability 

in tutoring their mambers, and sharing knowledge each other. By using 

STAD, students’ benefit from sharing ideas rather than working alone. 

Students’ have to help one another to learn in order to reach the goal. So the 

students’ not only learn from the teacher but also learn from their friend. 

c. STAD emphasizes on mastering the materials through student-centered in 

which students’ are active and teacher is as a facilitator who guided students’. 

Student-centered means that the students mostly dominate the class by 

productive talk to their teammates’ opinions. The group members should be 
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active in doing the activity, such as; helping each other, communicative 

interactions between students’ or sharing knowledge and opinion. 

 

3.2 Components of Students Teams Achievement Division (STAD) 

STAD consists of five main components (Slavin, 1995), that are: 

a. Class Presentation, teachers begin by presenting indicators that must be 

achieved that day and motivating students’ curiosity about the material to be 

learned. Followed by giving preception with the aim of reminding students of 

the prerequisite material that has been studied, so that students can relate the 

material to be presented with the knowledge they already have. At this stage 

it needs to be emphasized: 

1) Developing learning materials according to what students will learn in group. 

2) Emphasize that learning is understanding meaning, and not memorizing. 

3) Provide feedback as often as possible to control student understanding. 

4) Provide an explanation of why the answer to the question is true or false. 

5) Switcing to the next material if students have understood the problems. 

b. Team/ Group Work Stage, teams consisting of four or five students represent 

all parts of the class in terms of academic performance, gender, clan, and 

ethnicity. At this stage each students is given a sheet of assignments to be 

studied. In group work students share tasks. The teacher as a facilitator and 

motivator. The work of this group is collected. 

c. Quiz/ Individual Test Phase, held at the end of the second and third meetings, 

approximately ten minutes, to find out who has been studied individually, as 
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long as their work in groups. Students may not help each other in doing 

quizzes. 

d. The Calculation Stage for Individual Progress Score, which is calculated 

based on the initial score. This stage is done so that students are encouraged 

to get the best achievements. 

e. Award/ Team Recognition Stage, The team will get certificate awards or other 

forms of appreciation if their average score reaches certain criteria (Salvin, 

2008). 

 

3.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Students Teams Achievement 

Divisions (STAD) 

Richards (2001) elaborate that there are five advantages of STAD, 

explained as follows: (1) to provide opportunities for naturalistic second language 

acquisition through the use of interactive pair and group activities, (2) to provide 

teacher with a methodology to enable them to achieve this goal and one that can 

be applied in a variety of curriculum settings, (3) to enable focused attention to 

particular lexical items, language structure, and communicative functions through 

the use of interactive tasks, (4) to provide opportunities for students’ to develop 

successful learning and communication strategies, and (5) to enhance students’ 

motivation and reduce students’ hesitation and to create a positive affective 

classroom climate. 

STAD has some advantages, but beside that it has disadvantages 

(Harmer, 2004). The disadvantages are: (1) it favors the group rather that the 
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individual. Everyone is forced to do the same thing at the same time and the same 

pace, (2) individual students’ do not have much of a chance to say anything and 

on their own, (3) many students’ are disinclined to participate in front of the 

whole class since to do bring with it the risk of public failure, (4) it may not 

encourage students’ to take respond ability for their own learning. Whole class 

teaching favors the transmission of knowladge from teacher to the students’ rather 

than having students’ discover things or research thing for them, and (5) it is not 

the best way to organize communicative language teaching or especially task 

based sequences communication between individuals is more diffcult in-group of 

twenty or thirty than it is in groups of four or five in the smaller groups. It is 

easier to share material, speak quietly and less formally, and make good contact 

all of these contribute to successfully task resolution. 

In conclusion, the researcher defines that STAD as ones of the simplest 

of all cooperative learning methods. It was a good model to begin for teachers 

who were using a new cooperative approach. So that it was useful to help 

students’ get achievement in writing. 

 

4. Comic 

A comic is a book (often shortened to simply comic and sometimes 

called comic paper or comic magazine) is a magazine or book of recount artwork 

and dialog and descriptive prose. The style was introduced in 1934. Despite the 

term, comic book do not necessarily feature humorous subject-matter, in fact, it is 

serious and action-oriented. 
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They are many definitions of comic. However, there are several 

definitions that are quite popular, among them are terms suggested by Will Eisner 

and scott McLoud (1985) used the term “sequential art” in referring to cartoons, 

comic strips, comic books, and graphic novels. As a form of art which arranged in 

sequence is the term for comic (Eisner, 1985).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Comic have long been part obf Indonesia’s popular culture which has 

experienced ups and downs in its development (Boneff, 2008). The comic market 

in Indonesia has increased rapidly since 2000, where teenagers are the main 

consumers (Tirtaatmaja et al, 2012). The popularity of this comic has been found 

in the needs analysis which shows that 97% of respondents who are classified as 

teenagers, know and have read comics. 

In general there are two types of comic known to the public, namely 

printed comic and digital comic. The main difference between digital comics and 

printed comics is that the digital comic format has been converted into digital and 

can be read using certain electronic devices (petersen, 2011). Digital comics have 

many advantages over printed comics, including cheaper, more durable, can be 

interactive, more dynamic, and easily accessible (McCloud, 2008). 

The researcher thinks that comic is such supplementary cues that provide 

a conceptual basis for organizing the input, the second language comprehension 

process would be facilitated since learners would be better to make prediction 

when encountering words and expressions in a passage with which they are 

unfamiliar. As stated from Omaggio, Goodman and Smith suggest reading are 

indeed hypothesis-testing process in which the comprehender selects cues and 
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makes predictions about the ongoing discourse on the basis of these selections 

(Liu, 2004). 

In this research the comic strip were applied. It is regarded as a potential 

material in teaching and learning process to motivate students’ interest. Among 

visuals genre, comic strips is more communicative, popular, accessible and 

readable. In short, comic as media in teaching and learning process will be more 

effective (Agung, 2017). 

Comic strip was combination of cartoon with a story line, laid out in a 

series of pictorial panels across a page and concerning a continuous character or 

set of characters, whose thoughts and dialogue are indicated by means of 

“ballons” containing written speech. The comic strip form can be employed to 

convey a variety of massage. 

Comic strip are authentic, and using authentic material was very 

important in language teaching and learning. It had several advantages, among 

which is the fact that if students’ comprehend a genuine text successfully, that can 

motivate them and build their confidence. 

However, it should be noted that the difficulty of the language presented 

to the class should be matched with the level of the students’; otherwise the use of 

authentic materials will only frustrate them (Casabay, 2006). 

There are some ways in using comics in writing (Derrick, 2008). Those 

are: (1) Understanding visual symbols, (2) Reading order in comics, (3) Comic 

jigsaw, (4) Fill in the text, and (5) Putting panels in order. Therefore, comic strips 

can be regarded as a potential material in teaching and learning process to gain 
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students’ interest. Among visuals genre, comic strips is more communicative, 

popular, accessible and readable. In short, comic as media in teaching and 

learning process will be more effective. It can solve the problem faced by the 

students’ in the process of wiriting especially in writing recount text and caused 

them concentrate more on the orderly arrangement of story by paying attention to 

the comic strips and the language they use. 

The strengths of comics in education (Gene, 2003) are many such as: (1) 

Comics are motivating; Students wants to read and use this material, meaning that 

they will apply themselves to study with more enthusiasm and are less likely to 

give up, (2) Comics are visual media; Content is more easily processed and 

memorized when illustrated, (3) Comics are permanent; Students’ control the pace 

of the learning process, which is not true when content is presented in lecture form 

or in film, and (4) Development of thinking skills; Analytical and critical thinking 

skills can be developed through comics (Versaci, 2001). 

 

5. The Implementation of STAD Assisted by Comic Media in Teaching 

Writing 

The followings were sequenced/listed some steps in implementing STAD 

assisted comic media in teaching writing, Sharan (2009) proposes eight steps are 

as follows: 

a. Students are divided into groups of four people who are diverse in their sex 

and ethnic abilities. 

b. The teacher gives a lesson. 
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c. Students in the group ensure that all group members can master the lesson. 

d. All students work on each quiz about the material. They can’t help each other. 

e. Students quiz result values are compared with their own previous average 

values. 

f. The values are given prizes based on how high the increase they can achieve 

or how high the tilapia exceeds their previous value. 

g. Values are summed to get group values. 

h. Groups that can achieve certain criteria can get certificates or other prizes. 

 

B. Relevant Studies 

Numerous studies that were related to this study had been conducted 

before. The first, previous research done by Maulani (2017) entitle The 

Implementation of STAD to Improve Students’ Ability in Writing Recount Text 

at Senior High School from English Departement, Faculty of Teachers Training 

and Education, University of Lampung. The findings of this research showed that 

students’ progress during the teaching and learning process by using STAD 

method was good. The STAD method was effective in teaching writing recount 

text. The data showed the improvement in students’ writing skill in recount text. 

Because, by using this method, the students’ were much easier to develop the 

ideas of their writing. They shared their knowledge and information. Then by 

interacting with each other, it sharpened their critical thinking.  

Another study was from Amriani (2015) entitle The Study on Teaching 

Reading Comprehension Recount Text Using STAD Technique to The Junior 
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High School from the department of English Education, Faculty of Education and 

Teacher Training, University of Nusantara PGRI Kediri. She found that using 

STAD was effective to motivate the students’ in improving their reading ability, 

to make a good interaction with their friends and to make the teaching and 

learning more fun. The result of the test in every meeting was different, but it 

showed the improvement in every meeting.. STAD was a successful method in 

learning because it was very useful to improve students’ reading achievement. 

Both the researchers above had differences with what this researcher 

wants to do. The first researcher by Maulani (2017). In her research, the 

researcher used STAD in teaching recount text by applying experimental design. 

While this current research wants to do the research by implement CAR design. 

The second research Amriani (2015).  The purpose of her research was to know is 

there any significant difference between students’ taught by STAD and the 

conventional strategy. While the purpose of this research was to increase the 

students achievement in writing recount text. The similarity between this research 

and both of the researchers before, they had the same focus, that was the use of 

STAD. 

 

C. Conceptual Framework 

Every skill in the teaching-learning activity played an important role in 

the students’ language learning mastery and also contributed to the ability in 

English which may influence their talent. It meant that the objectives of the 
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English teaching and learning process must be emphasized at helping the students 

to be able to develop their writing competence. 

Sometimes the teacher had decided the plans and goals to maximize the 

learning process but it did not work. It could be seen from the students’ writing 

performances and their responses toward writing. Most of them considered that 

writing skill was one of the most difficult skills to be mastered. 

The students’ ability in writing recount texts in SMP SWASTA BAKTI 

II MEDAN was still low. As stated earlier, there were some problems that could 

make the students got difficulty in writing. One of the problems was the teacher 

did not give clear guidelines for students to construct sentences coherently and 

grammatically. As a result, they did not produce a coherent and understandable 

text. They also cannot develop their ideas in the order form. Besides that, the 

teacher only focused on the product of writing not the process. She also did not 

provide an interesting method and media to help the students’ understand the 

materials. By using Students Teams Achievement Divisions Assisted by Comic 

Media, the goal of the teaching and learning could be achieved. 

With those reasons, the researcher thought that using STAD assisted by 

Comic Media was the best way to help the students’ write recount text because it 

had many benefits in the teaching and learning process. First, using STAD 

assisted by Comic Media can help the students’ to retell their experiences in a 

good sequence. Second, using STAD assisted by Comic Media can stimulate the 

students’ ideas and develop their ideas in chronological order. Third, by using 

STAD assisted by Comic Media, students were engaged in the writing process. 
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using STAD assisted by Comic Media activities can also improve the students’ 

writing skills such as vocabularies and language use. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD OF RESEARCH 

 

A. Research Design 

The research was conducted by using Classroom Action Research (CAR) 

design. The design of the research was described in detail as the following chart.  

 

Chart 3.1 Classroom Action Research Model by Kemmis and Mc. Taggart in 

Arikunto (2013) 

 

 

 

30 
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The research was applied in two cycles with two meetings for each. 

There were four steps in conducting this classroom action research, namely: (a) 

planning, (b) action, (c) observation, and (d) reflection. 

a. Planning, the researcher and the teacher made the plans regarding the 

implementation of the research related to this strategy. 

b. Action, the teacher applied the strategy to the students’ in the classroom and 

the researcher observe. 

c. Observation, the researcher observed the process of implementing learning in 

the classroom to get the data. 

d. Reflection, the researcher along with the teacher collaborated to reflect on the 

implementation of the learning process. 

 

B. Subject of Research 

The subjects of this research were the teacher and the students’ of IX-I 

SMP SWASTA BAKTI II MEDAN located on Jalan. Keladi no. 61, Kelurahan 

Tanjung Mulia Hilir, Kecamatan Medan Deli, Medan of 2018/2019 academic 

year. It had amounted to 25 students, consist of 11 males and 14 females. This 

subject was chosen as a place of study because it was experienced by the 

researcher based on the consideration that the class was the weakest in writing 

recount text. 

The position of the researcher was as an observer while the 

implementation of the learning process done by the teacher. The researcher 

collaborated with the English teacher in applying the strategy. 
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C. Instrument of Research 

The instruments that were used by the researcher in collecting the data 

are (1) test and (2) observation sheet. 

1) Test 

The test was given to the students in order to get quantitative data. The test 

was in the form of an essay test. The test was used to get information about 

students’ writing performance. The researcher held pre-test and post-test to 

see whether there was an improvement in the students’ writing or not. 

2)  Observation Sheet 

Observation was used to collect qualitative data. It was about teachers’ 

performance and students activities in the learning process by using STAD 

assisted by Comic Media. The observation sheet was arranged and filled by 

the researcher by ticking the checklist during the learning. 

 

D. Procedure of Research 

The procedures of the research were described as the followings: 

1. Cycle 1 

a. Planning 

In this step, the researcher offered a new method in improving students 

writing achievement. It was the implementation of STAD Assisted by Comic 

Media as a learning media. The action based on the lesson plan applied in the 

class. Besides that the researcher also prepared materials that were going to be 
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taught in the class, made the lesson plans, the form of observation in order that the 

class can be observed well, teaching aids, test instrument, etc. 

 

b. Action 

This step was the implementation of STAD Assisted by Comic Media as 

teaching-learning material. The teacher carried out the lesson plan in the 

classroom step by step. It described how the implementation STAD Assisted by 

Comic Media in the class can promote students writing achievement. 

To obtain the purpose, the teacher must create the classroom atmosphere 

as well as possible. In this case, the teacher took roles as a controller of the 

students’ activities and also provide help when they get difficulties in doing the 

tasks. 

 

c. Observation 

Observation was used to collect data namely, teacher and student 

activities during the teaching and learning process. In this case, the researcher 

observed by using observation sheet namely: students observation sheet and the 

teacher’s performance in learning activities. The researcher was an observer for 

English teacher and the students. 
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d. Reflection 

Reflection was a feedback process from the action that was done. 

Reflection was used to help the teacher to make a decision. The teacher and 

researcher analyzed all recording information in the learning process. 

 

2. Cycle II 

The researcher did cycle II because the result in cycle I was still need 

improvement. In cycle II also had four stages; planning, action, observation, and 

reflection. Every weakness in cycle I was revised in cycle II. 

 

E. Technique of Collecting Data 

There were some procedures in collecting data: 

1. Pre-Test 

Pre-test was given before the treatment. The function of the pre-test was to 

know the mean scores of students before given a treatment. 

2. Treatment 

The treatment was given to the students by using STAD assisted by comic 

media. The treatment was given in the cycles. 

3. Post-Test 

And after the treatment was given to the students, the researcher gave a test 

again to find out their score in recount text. 
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F. Technique for Data Analysis 

There were two kinds of research data namely: quantitative and 

qualitative data.  Quantitative data involving students learning achievement were 

analyzed by using a formula as follows: 

�̅� =  
∑ 𝑥

𝑵
    (Arikunto, 2013) 

The formula was described as following: 

�̅� : The mean of average score from the subjects writing recount text 

∑ 𝑥  : The total score of students 

𝑵 : The number of the students 

 

Next, to categorize the number of students who pass the test successfully, 

the researcher applied the following formula: 

P =  
R

T
 x 100%    (Arikunto, 2013) 

Where: 

P : The percentage of those who getting score 

R : The number of students getting score 

T : The total number of the students 

 

After getting the percentage of the above analysis results, then the results 

were used as a determination of the success rate of students in the class according 

to Arikunto (2007) as the following table. 
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Table 3.1 Success Level Criteria of Students’ Learning in Percent 

Level of Success (%) Categories 

81 – 100 % Very High 

61 – 80 % High 

41 – 60 % Moderate 

21 – 40 % Low 

0 – 20 % Very Low 

 

The qualitative data consisted of the information about the teacher’s 

performance and the students’ activities in the learning process was analyzed 

based on the students’ activities and the teacher’s performance category as 

proposed by Arikunto (2007). 

The value of students’ motivation in learning was obtained by the 

formula: 

𝑃 =  
𝑅

𝑆𝑀
 𝑥 100%  (Arikunto, 2007) 

Where: 

P : The percentage 

R : The number of activity indicators performed by the students 

SM : The total number of activity indicators 

 

After getting the percentage of each individual activity, then the results 

was used as a determination of the criteria level of students activities in the 

learning process proposed by Arikunto (2007) as the following table. 
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Table 3.2 Criteria of Students’ Activities in Learning 

Value Range Categories 

81 – 100 % Very Active 

61 – 80 % Active 

41 – 60 % Quite Active 

21 – 40 % Less 

0 – 20 % Passive 

 

The teacher’s performance was analyzed based on the following category 

as proposed by Arikunto (2007). It was presented in the following table. 

 

Table 3.3 Category of Teacher’s Performance 

Value Range Categories 

81 – 100 % Very Good 

61 – 80 % Good 

41 – 60 % Enough 

21 – 40 % Less 

0 – 20 % Bad 

 

G. Success Indicator 

This Classroom Action Research (CAR) was judged to succeed if ≥75% 

of the total students reached the minimum score at 80 (Good), then the students 

activities in learning activities was categorized good if the average percentage 

shows that it has reached 75% of the number of students. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS 

 

A. Data 

This study consists of qualitative and quantitative data. The qualitative 

data were taken from observation sheet about students’ activities and teacher’s 

performance, while the quantitative ones were gotten from the students’ score 

writing tests in pre-test, cycle I and cycle II. In detail the qualitative data were 

presented in the Appendix 6 and 8, meanwhile the quantitative ones were in the 

Appendix 4. 

 

B. Data Analysis 

After giving pre-test to the students, the researcher got the data from 25 

students still have not got the score with successful category. These data indicated 

that the students were still low in learning mastery in writing recount text. In other 

words, the precentage of the students’ achievement was 0%. So the percentage of 

the level students’ achievement had not been achieved. Based on the result of this 

pretest, then the researcher conducted Cycle I to improve students learning 

outcomes in writing test. 

 

4.1 Cycle I 

In cycle I, there were many activities done. All activities were elaborated 

by researcher as follows: 

38 
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a. Planning 

Before implementing the action, the first by planning. Planning was 

designed based on the results of the test and the initial observation, namely (a) 

designing lesson plan about recount text as the material, (b) make the observation 

sheet to see the students’ achievement writing, and the activity of students’ and 

teacher’s performance, (c) preparing the research instruments to see an increased 

in students’ achievement in the learning process. 

 

b. Acting 

Implementation of the first cycle done in 2 session (2x40 

minutes/meeting). Learning activity in this cycle were implemented in accordance 

with a plan designed at the planning stage action. In the early stages, the teacher 

should first explained the steps that were applied to the learning strategy and 

learning objectives to be achieved. Then the students were divided into five 

discussion groups in accordanced with the characteristics of Students Teams 

Achievement Divisions (STAD) method implemented. Each discussion group 

consisted of five students with different abilities. After the discussion group 

formed teacher explained briefly about the learning materials and how the 

implementation of STAD method in learning recount text. 

In applying this method, the researcher collaborated with the English 

teacher. The teacher intergrated the recount text with the students’ environment 

and other subject. The teacher told about some examples of recount text with 

comic strip and give an example of writing recount text with a comic strip. Then 
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the teacher analyzed the generic structure, types of recount text and language 

features of recount text. In groups, the teacher asked the students to find the 

generic structure of the text. 

In the implementation of the discussion, the students independently was 

given a recount text. Then after receiving the example of recount text with comic 

strip, the students started to analyze the information in details with mambers of 

the group and share the result of their discussion to other group. Finally, the 

students were given eassy writing with comic strip to be answered. 

 

c. Observing and Evaluating 

1. Observation activity of students in learning process. The researcher observed 

by using observation sheet was presented in the following table: 

 

Table 4.1 The Percentage of Students’ Activity in Cycle I 

No Aspect of Observation Percentage Category 

1 Interest 52% Quite Active 

2 Attention 55% Quite Active 

3 Participation 50% Quite Active 

4 Presentation 46% Quite Active 

Mean 50.33% Quite Active 

 

The data above show that the students’ activity in learning process in 

group with STAD method was still quite active with average percentage at 

50.33%. In detail, it was at 52% of interest, attention was at 55%, participation got 

50%, and presentation was at 46%. One of the data shows that the level of 
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students’ activity in cycle I was the highest on the attention aspect at 55%, and the 

lowest was the presentation aspect at 46%. 

2. The result of observation on teacher’s performance in teaching and learning 

process by using STAD were presented in the table below: 

 

Table 4.2 The Percentage of Teachers’ Performance in Cycle I 

No Activity Percentage Category 

1 Aperception 45% Enough 

2 Material Explanation 58% Enough 

3 Explanation of Learning Method 59% Enough 

4 Technique Part of Group 48% Enough 

5 Management of Discussion 48% Enough 

6 Giving Question or Quiz 49% Enough 

7 Ability to Evaluate 46% Enough 

8 Giving Reward to Individual 54% Enough 

9 Determining the Score of Individual 54% Enough 

10 Concluding Learning Material 58% Enough 

11 Closing The Learning 51% Enough 

Mean 51% Enough 

 

Based on data in the table above, the teacher’s performance in the 

teaching process was enough. This evident came from the average of the 

observation on teacher’s performance, amounting to 51% with the ideal score of 

100%. Then, the teacher’s performance in the first cycle was the highest on the 

explanation of learning method at 59% and the lowest score on the aperception at 

45%. 

3. The result of the evalution of the studnets’ achievement writing in cycle I. 

In addition, the activities of students and the teacher in the learning 

process on the level of students’ achievement writing was already well but still 

had not reached the ideal value of success at 75%. It was still at 40% with the 
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success percentage mean score achieved only reached 79.8. In detail, there were 

ten students who got score of ≥80. While the rest (15 students) gained the score 

under the minimum one. 

 

d. Reflecting 

Based on the data obtained from the observations and evaluations were 

findings as a reflection. The successes and failures in cycle I as follows: 

1. Students did not understand the activity of groups learning with Students 

Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD assisted by comic media. Students tend 

to still be individualized, so the majority of students’ are less motivated. It was 

indicated from the means results of the observation of students’ activity in the 

learning process with the percentage rate of 50,33%. 

2. Some of the students had not yet implemented their understanding in 

comprehending recount text as learning material to the fullest. 

3. The teacher had not familiar to create an atmosphere of active learning using 

STAD assisted by comic media in learning process. The level of teachers’ 

performance in learning was still not up to the percentage of 51%. 

4. In learning recount text by using STAD assisted by comic media as a learning 

media had not done well. 

5. The level of students’ achievement writing that were not yet maximal. In other 

words, the level of students’ achievement still had not succeded, with the 

percentage of 40%. 
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4.2 Cycle II 

The cycle II was done because after reflecting the cycle I, it was still not 

good enough. Cycle II was conducted to improve against the constraints 

encountered in cycle I. 

 

a. Planning 

In the second cycle, the action plan was follow up of problems or 

obstacles encountered in the implementation of the first cycle action. The main 

issues contained in the first cycle with regard to the learning experience of 

students by using STAD assisted by comic media. Learning on the second action 

aimed to improved students learning activities in order to achieved the specified 

indicators. Implementations of the second cycle were substantially similar to the 

execution of the first cycle. 

 

b. Acting 

Implementation of the action in the second cycle was in principle the 

same as the first cycle of implementation of the action. In this cycle, the study was 

conducted in two meetings. At the beginning of the learning process in this cycle, 

a technical description of STAD assisted by comic media in teaching recount text 

still be given to students in order to improve students’ ability to take the 

advantage of the method and the media. Then, the next learning process is similar 

to previous meeting, but with the same learning materials. 
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c. Observing and Evaluating 

1. The observation of students’ activity in learning process. The development of 

the level of students’ activities in the learning process in the second cycle were 

presented in the following table: 

 

Table 4.3 The Percentage of Students’ Activity in Cycle II 

No Aspect of Observation Percentage Category 

1 Interest 83% Very Active 

2 Attention 82% Very Active 

3 Participation 86% Very Active 

4 Presentation 83% Very Active 

Mean 83.5% Very Active 

 

Based on the table above, it explains that in the process of teaching and 

learning students’ activities had shown a good development with the average 

percentage at 83.5% it with very active category. From the four aspects of these 

observations, the participation aspect was as the highest score at 86%, while the 

lowest one was aspect of attention with the percentage at 82%. The table above 

also showed that the students’ activity in learning process in the second cycle 

increased significantly. It means, there was an increase in the students’ activities 

in learning between the first cycle and the second cycle, either individually or in 

groups’ ability. This evident came from the mean score of students’ activities 

between the first cycle was at 50.33% and the second cycle was at 83.5%. It was 

concluded that the students’ activities in learning process increased. 

2. The results of observations on teachers’ performance in teaching and learning 

process by using STAD assisted by comic media were ilustrated below: 
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Table 4.4 The Percentage of Teachers’ Performance in Cycle II 

No Activity Percentage Category 

1 Aperception 83% Very Good 

2 Material Explanation 85% Very Good 

3 Explanation of Learning Method 80% Good 

4 Technique Part of Group 82% Very Good 

5 Management of Discussion 79% Good 

6 Giving Question or Quiz 81% Very Good 

7 Ability to Evaluate 84% Very Good 

8 Giving Reward to Individual 82% Very Good 

9 Determining the Score of Individual 81% Very Good 

10 Concluding Learning Material 83% Very Good 

11 Closing The Learning 82% Very Good 

Mean 82% Very Good 

 

The data above shows that the teachers’ performance in the process of 

learning already looks very good, with the average percentage at 82%. Then, from 

the data also show that the teachers’ performance in cycle II was the highest on 

material explanation aspect at 85% and the lowest in management of discussion 

aspect at 79%. Thus, in the second cycle, the teachers’ performance has increased 

very rapidly in the learning process as compared to the percentage of the mean 

score of the previous cycle, with the first cycle of 50.33%. So, from the data 

showed that there was a significant improvement of teachers’ performance in the 

learning process from cycle I to cycle II with a comparison rate of 31.67%. 

3. The result of the evaluation of students’ achievement writing in Cycle II. 

Students’ achievement writing materials in second cycle was getting 

better with the mean score of 85.4. A detailed description of the students score 

was 21 students earned score of ≥80. Then, the level of overall percentage of 

successfull students’ toward achievement writing of the material was at 84%. 
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Thus, based on the mean score of this percentage was concluded that students’ 

achievement writing in the second cycle increased significantly. 

 

d. Reflecting 

The followings were some of the achievements after the implementation 

of the second cycle, namely: 

1. In the process of teaching and learning, students’ activities already tend to be 

better towards STAD assisted by comic media in writing skill. This evident 

came from the ability of students already participate more actively in groups to 

carry out the tasks assigned by the teacher, and were able to take the 

advantages of recount text as the medium of active learning and effective as 

well. This condition can be seen from the increased activity of students better 

than 50.33% in the first cycle to 83.5% in the second cycle. 

2. Changes in the teachers’ performance in line with the increased activity in 

teaching students with learning by created more attractive through the 

implementation of STAD assisted by comic media in writing skill 51% in the 

first cycle into 82% in the second cycle. 

3. Changes in students’ result on achievement writing material looks significantly 

based on the data of the mean score of the result in the second cycle evaluation 

79.8 in the first cycle was at 40% success percentage increased in the second 

cycle into 85.4 with a percentage of 84% success. 
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C. Research Findings 

Based on the data analysis, it showed that the students’ achievement in 

writing skill had been improved by applying Students Teams Achievement 

Divisions (STAD) assisted by comic media. The following were: 

1. There was an improve of students achievement in writing by applying Students 

Teams Achievement Divisions Assisted by comic media. It was proven from 

the data of the means score of the result in the first cycle was at 79.8 with a 

40% success percentage increased in the second cycle was at 85.4 with a 

percentage 84% success. 

2. The students’ activities in learning process was quite active with the average 

percentage of 50.33%. Students did not accustomed to the learning by using 

students teams achievement divisions assisted by comic media in writing 

recount text as the medium of learning that needs to be improved on the second 

cycle. Result measures the mean score of the average percentage of students’ 

activities in the learning process was 83.5% very active category. 

3. The teachers’ performance in the first cycle increased slightly compared to the 

pre-test was 51%. Thus, in the second cycle study also experienced 

improvements, with a percentage of 82% very good category. It meant that 

there was a significant increase in teachers’ performance. 
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D. Discussion 

Referans to the research findings, there were some points to discuss. 

First, the result of students’ achievement in this research shows the increase of the 

average writing achievement at 40% in the first cycle and at 84% in the second 

cycle. This findings gave a meaning that by used students teams achievement 

divisions assisted by comic media can increased students ability in writing. 

Second, the result of students’ activities in learning process showed 

improvement; students had more actively to carry out the tasks assigned by the 

teacher. It was proven from the increased activity of students from 50.33% at the 

first cycle to 83.5% at the second cycle. Third, the result of teachers’ performance 

in learning process was increased slightly. It was proven from the percentage  at 

51% in first cycle and 82% in second cycle.  

Thus, it was concluded that the application of Students Teams 

Achievement Divisions assisted by Comic Media in writing achievement can 

increase the ability in the learning process well, especially in the teaching recount 

text. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the results of research, it was concluded that there was an 

improvement of students’ achievement in writing skill by implementing Students 

Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD) assisted by comic media in writing skill. 

The improvement of students’ achievement was shown from the mean score in 

cycle I was 79.8 with the percentage at 40% increased to be 85.4 in cycle II with 

the percentage was at 84%. It was also supported by the increase of students’ 

activities in teaching and learning process from the first cycle to the second cycle, 

the mean value of 50.33% in cycle I to 83.5% in the second cycle by the 

differences in numbers 33.17%. Then, it was proven from the teachers’ 

performance also showed a significant improvement. It was shown from the 

average percentage at 51% in the first cycle to 82% in the second cycle. 

 

B. Suggestion 

Suggestions were staged as follows: 

1. It is better for English teacher to use this method and media to improve 

students’ achievement in writing skill. 

2. It is good for the students to use Students Teams Achievement Divisions 

(STAD) assisted by comic media in learning recount text. 

49 
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3. It was suggested to other researchers to use this research findings as the 

reference to investigate. 
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APPENDIX 1 

LESSON PLAN 

CYCLE I 

 

School   : SMP SWASTA BAKTI II MEDAN 

Subject  : English 

Class   : IX-I 

Topic   : Recount Text 

Time Allocation : 2 x 40 menit 

Skill   : Writing 

 

A. Core Competencies (KI) 

KI.1. Living and practicing the religious teaching that he embraces 

KI.2. Living and practicing honest, disciplined, responsible, caring (peasant, 

cooperative, tolerant, peaceful behavior, courteous, responsive and pro-

active and showing attitude as part of the solution to problems in 

interacting effectively with the natural and social environment placing 

ourselves as reflection of the nation in the association of the world. 

KI.3. Understand, apply, analyze factual knowladge, conceptual, procedural, 

based on curiosity about science, technology, art, culture, and humanities 

with a vision of humanity, national, state, and civilization-related causes of 

phenomena and events, as well as applying procedural knowladge on 

specific fields of study according  to their talents and interest to solve the 

problem. 

KI.4. Processing, reasoning, and all oresent in the realm of the concrete and the 

abstract realm associated with the development of the learned in shool 

independently, and is able to use the method according to the rules of 

science. 

 

 



B. Basic Competency and Competency Achievement Indicators 

3.11 Applying a text structure and linguistic elements to carry out social 

functions states and asks about actions/events that were carried 

out/happened in the past, according to the context of their use. 

Indicators: 

3.11.1 Students are able to apply structures and linguistic elements about 

events that happened in the past. 

3.11.2 Students are able to state and ask about actions/events that 

occured/happened in the past. 

 

1.14 Capturing the meaning of written, short and simple oral recount text about 

activities or events. 

Indicators: 

1.14.1 Students are able to capture the meanings contained in recount text 

that are presented orally. 

1.14.2 Students are able to capture the meanings contained in written 

recount text. 

1.14.3 students are able to capture activities or events. 

 

C. Learning Objectives 

After studying this material, students are expected to be able to: 

1. Showing the seriousness of learning English related to recount text. 

2. Showing the good behavior, confidence and responsibility in carrying out 

communications related to recount text. 

3. Making recount text begins by brainstroming properly and correctly. 

4. Identify social functions, text structures and linguistic elements of recount 

text. 

 

 

 

 



D. Learning Materials 

written essay to state and ask about linguistic elements and text structures in 

recount text. 

 

E. Learning Method 

Method : Students Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD) 

 

F. Media/Tool/Source Learning 

1. Media  : Comic strip, worksheet 

2. Tool  : White board, board marker, laptop, Proyektor 

3. Source Learning :Kementerian dan kebudayaan. 2014. “When English 

                              Rings a Bell”. 

 

G. Learning Steps 

First Meeting 

Activity Description Allocation 

Opening activity 1. The teacher enters the class and 

immediately greet using English so 

that English Atmosphere can 

immediately created at the first 

meeting. 

2. Teachers condition the learning 

atmosphere which are fun. 

3. Teacher checks student attendance. 

4. Teachers discuss competencies has 

been studied and developed 

previously related to competencies 

to be studied and developed. 

5. Teacher convey competencies will 

be achieved and the benefits in 

everyday life. 

10’ 



6. Teacher convey an outline 

coverage of material and activities 

that will be do. 

Core activities a. Observing 

- Students look at a variety of 

recount text that shown by the 

teachers in slide powerpoint. 

- Students observe the social 

function, structure and linguistic 

elements. 

- Students identify the main idea, 

details and specific infomation 

fron recount text. 

 

b. Questioning 

- With the guidance and direction 

of the teacher, students ask 

questions about the main idea, 

details and specific information 

from recount text. 

  

c. Exploring 

- Students tried to answer the 

question from teacher together. 

 

d. Associating 

- The teacher gave the correct 

answer for the students. 

 

 

 

10’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20’ 

 

 

 

15’ 

 

 

 

 

 



e. Communicating 

- The teacher asked students to 

read a new story recount text, 

then the students find the generic 

structure from recount text. 

20’ 

Closing Activities 1. Learners and teachers reflect on 

their learning activities and 

benefits 

2. Leaners and teachers give each 

other feedback on the process and 

learning outcomes. 

5’ 

 

 

 

Second Meeting 

Activity Description Allocation 

Opening activity 1. The teacher enters the class and 

immediately greet using English so 

that English Atmosphere can 

immediately created at the first 

meeting. 

2. Teachers condition the learning 

atmosphere which are fun. 

3. Teacher checks student attendance. 

4. Teachers discuss competencies has 

been studied and developed 

previously related to competencies 

to be studied and developed. 

5. Teacher convey competencies will 

be achieved and the benefits in 

10’ 



everyday life. 

6. Teacher convey an outline 

coverage of material and activities 

that will be do. 

7.  Teacher reviews the Students 

Teams Achievement Division 

(STAD) method. 

Core activities a. Observing 

- Students look at a variety of 

recount text that shown by the 

teachers in slide powerpoint. 

- Students observe the social 

function, structure and linguistic 

elements. 

- Students identify the main idea, 

details and specific infomation 

fron recount text. 

 

b. Questioning 

- With the guidance and direction 

of the teacher, students ask 

questions about the main idea, 

details and specific information 

from recount text.  

 

c. Exploring 

- Students practice finding the 

generic structure and specific 

information from recount text. 

- Students in group writing a 

recount text by observing the 

10’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20’ 

 

 

 

 

 



social function, generic structure, 

and linguistic elements to 

coherently. 

 

d. Associating 

- The teacher gave the correct 

answer for the students. 

- Students gain feedback from 

teachers and friends about the 

result of the analysis presented in 

the working group. 

 

e. Communicating 

- The teacher asked them to make 

essays about recount text with 

comic strip that have been 

prepared. 

- The teacher asked them to 

remember point when writing 

recount text. 

 

 

 

 

15’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20’ 

Closing Activities 1. Learners and teachers reflect on 

their learning activities and 

benefits 

2. Leaners and teachers give each 

other feedback on the process and 

learning outcomes. 

5’ 

 

 

 

 



H. Evaluation 

Form instrument :  

1. written (Students make recount text with their own words) 

 

 

 Medan,     September 2019 

 

 

Known by  

English teacher Researcher 

 

 

 

 

Fajar mahendra, SS Mollyzatul Ulfa 

NIP,- NPM. 1502050124 

 

 

 

 

Headmaster of SMP SWASTA BAKTI II MEDAN 

 

 

 

 

 

Lili Demiati, S. Pd 

  NIP,- 



APPENDIX 2 

LESSON PLAN 

CYCLE II 

 

School   : SMP SWASTA BAKTI II MEDAN 

Subject  : English 

Class   : IX-I 

Topic   : Recount Text 

Time Allocation : 2 x 40 menit 

Skill   : Writing 

 

A. Core Competencies (KI) 

KI.1. Living and practicing the religious teaching that he embraces 

KI.2. Living and practicing honest, disciplined, responsible, caring (peasant, 

cooperative, tolerant, peaceful behavior, courteous, responsive and pro-

active and showing attitude as part of the solution to problems in 

interacting effectively with the natural and social environment placing 

ourselves as reflection of the nation in the association of the world. 

KI.3. Understand, apply, analyze factual knowladge, conceptual, procedural, 

based on curiosity about science, technology, art, culture, and humanities 

with a vision of humanity, national, state, and civilization-related causes of 

phenomena and events, as well as applying procedural knowladge on 

specific fields of study according  to their talents and interest to solve the 

problem. 

KI.4. Processing, reasoning, and all oresent in the realm of the concrete and the 

abstract realm associated with the development of the learned in shool 

independently, and is able to use the method according to the rules of 

science. 

 

 



B. Basic Competency and Competency Achievement Indicators 

3.11 Applying a text structure and linguistic elements to carry out social 

functions states and asks about actions/events that were carried 

out/happened in the past, according to the context of their use. 

Indicators: 

3.11.1 Students are able to apply structures and linguistic elements about 

events that happened in the past. 

3.11.2 Students are able to state and ask about actions/events that 

occured/happened in the past. 

 

1.14 Capturing the meaning of written, short and simple oral recount text about 

activities or events. 

Indicators: 

1.14.1 Students are able to capture the meanings contained in recount text 

that are presented orally. 

1.14.2 Students are able to capture the meanings contained in written 

recount text. 

1.14.3 students are able to capture activities or events. 

 

C. Learning Objectives 

After studying this material, students are expected to be able to: 

1. Showing the seriousness of learning English related to recount text. 

2. Showing the good behavior, confidence and responsibility in carrying out 

communications related to recount text. 

3. Making recount text begins by brainstroming properly and correctly. 

4. Identify social functions, text structures and linguistic elements of recount 

text. 

 

 

 

 



D. Learning Materials 

written essay to state and ask about linguistic elements and text structures in 

recount text. 

 

E. Learning Method 

Method : Students Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD) 

 

F. Media/Tool/Source Learning 

1. Media  : Comic strip, worksheet 

2. Tool  : White board, board marker, laptop, Proyektor 

3. Source Learning :Kementerian dan kebudayaan. 2014. “When English 

                              Rings a Bell”. 

 

G. Learning Steps 

Third Meeting 

Activity Description Allocation 

Opening activity 1. The teacher enters the class and 

immediately greet using English so 

that English Atmosphere can 

immediately created at the first 

meeting. 

2. Teachers condition the learning 

atmosphere which are fun. 

3. Teacher checks student attendance. 

4. Teachers discuss competencies has 

been studied and developed 

previously related to competencies 

to be studied and developed. 

5. Teacher convey competencies will 

be achieved and the benefits in 

everyday life. 

10’ 



6. Teacher convey an outline 

coverage of material and activities 

that will be do. 

Core activities a. Observing 

- Students look at a variety of 

recount text that shown by the 

teachers in a paper. 

- Students observe the social 

function, structure and linguistic 

elements. 

- Students identify the main idea, 

details and specific infomation 

fron recount text. 

 

b. Questioning 

- With the guidance and direction 

of the teacher, students ask 

questions about the main idea, 

details and specific information 

from recount text. 

  

c. Exploring 

- The teacher ask students to 

understand about generic 

structure of recount text. 

- The students tried to answer the 

questions from the teacher 

together. 

 

 

 

10’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



d. Associating 

- The teacher gave the correct 

answer for the students. 

 

e. Communicating 

- The teacher asked students to 

study more about recount text at 

home. 

20’ 

 

 

 

10’ 

Closing Activities 1. Learners and teachers reflect on 

their learning activities and 

benefits 

2. Leaners and teachers give each 

other feedback on the process and 

learning outcomes. 

5’ 

 

 

 

Fourth Meeting 

Activity Description Allocation 

Opening activity 1. The teacher enters the class and 

immediately greet using English so 

that English Atmosphere can 

immediately created at the first 

meeting. 

2. Teachers condition the learning 

atmosphere which are fun. 

3. Teacher checks student attendance. 

4. Teachers discuss competencies has 

been studied and developed 

previously related to competencies 

10’ 



to be studied and developed. 

5. Teacher convey competencies will 

be achieved and the benefits in 

everyday life. 

6. Teacher convey an outline 

coverage of material and activities 

that will be do. 

Core activities a. Observing 

- Students look at a variety of 

recount text that shown by the 

teachers in slide powerpoint. 

- Students observe the social 

function, structure and linguistic 

elements. 

- Students identify the main idea, 

details and specific infomation 

fron recount text. 

 

b. Questioning 

- With the guidance and direction 

of the teacher, students ask 

questions about the main idea, 

details and specific information 

from recount text.  

 

c. Exploring 

- Students practice finding the 

generic structure and specific 

information from recount text. 

- Students in group writing a 

recount text by observing the 

10’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15’ 

 

 

 

 

 



social function, generic structure, 

and linguistic elements to 

coherently. 

 

d. Associating 

- In pairs students analyze some 

recount text focusing on the 

social function, structure, and 

language elements. 

- Students gain feedback from 

teacher and friends about the 

result of the analysis presented in 

the working group. 

 

e. Communicating 

- The teacher asked them to make 

essays about recount text with 

comic strip that have been 

prepared. 

- The teacher asked them to 

remember point when writing 

recount text. 

- Make a written self-evaluation 

report on their respective 

experiences in the search for 

recount text during the learning 

process inside and outside the 

classroom, including constraints 

experienced. 

 

 

 

 

15’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25’ 

Closing Activities 1. Learners and teachers reflect on 

their learning activities and 

5’ 



benefits 

2. Leaners and teachers give each 

other feedback on the process and 

learning outcomes. 

H. Evaluation 

Form instrument :  

1. written (Students make recount text with their own words) 

 

 

 Medan,     September 2019 

 

 

Known by  

English teacher Researcher 

 

 

 

 

Fajar mahendra, SS Mollyzatul Ulfa 

NIP,- NPM. 1502050124 

 

 

 

 

Headmaster of SMP SWASTA BAKTI II MEDAN 

 

 

 

 

Lili Demiati, S. Pd 

  NIP,- 



APPENDIX 3 

Research Instrument 

A. Pre-Test 

Name:  

Class: 

Pre-Test 

Make a recount text of your own in this paper. Remember these point when telling. 

 Begin the story by telling when and where it happened as well as who participated. 

 Write the events based on the story told. 

 End your story. 

 

_______________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Orientation 

Events 

Re-Orientation 



B. Cycle I 

Date:     

Group :  

Name : 1. 

   2. 

   3.  

   4. 

   5. 

Class: 

Cycle I 

Look at the comic and make a recount text of your own in the next paper. Remember these 

point when telling. 

 Begin the story by telling when and where it happened as well as who participated. 

 Write the events based on the story told. 

 End your story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

_______________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Orientation 

Events 

Re-Orientation 



C. Cycle II 

Date:     

Name:  

Class: 

Cycle II 

Look at the comic and make a recount text of your own in the next paper. Remember these 

point when telling. 

 Begin the story by telling when and where it happened as well as who participated. 

 Write the events based on the story told. 

 End your story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

_______________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX 5 

Students' Score in Pre-Test, Cycle I, And Cycle II 

No. Students' Initial Pre-test Cycle I Cycle II 

1 AUD   54  77  82 

2 AI  44 77  89 

3 AP  69 77  87 

4 AS  61 77  96 

5 BF  65 77  90 

6 DNS  57 70  93 

7 DF  38 70  93 

8 DL  63 70  83 

9 ER  58 70  82 

10 FM  57 70  82 

11 HJ  41 85  70 

12 LA  64 85  94 

13 MG  57 85  83 

14 MM  69 85  93 

15 MF  40 85  75 

16 NA  50 79  86 

17 NS  43 79  84 

18 NC  47 79  91 

19 PN  42 79  84 

20 RA  52 79  74 

21 SR  69 88  84 

22 TN  49 88  75 

23 WC  57 88  84 

24 WT  68 88  87 

25 YR  57 88  94 

Total ∑X 1371 1995 2135 

Mean 54.84 79.8 85.4 

Percentage 0% 40% 84% 

Category Very Low Low Very High 

 



APPENDIX 6 

Students’ Activities in Cycle I 

 

School   : SMP SWASTA BAKTI II MEDAN 

Academic Year : 2019/2020 

Class/Semester : IX-I 

Subject  : English 

No Students' Name 

Aspect 

Interest Attention Participation Presentation 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

1  Adelia Ulan Dari    √        √          √     √     

2  Ahmad Ilham   √         
 

 √      √       √      

3  Apriyanto      √      √      √        √       

4  Arif Setiawan    √        √        √      √       

5  Bima Ferdiansyah    √          √      √          √   

6  Diana Novita Sari      √      √      √        √       

7  Dian Firmansyah    √          √    √        √       

8  Dimas Ramadhan  √        √        √          √     

9  Dwi Lestari    √        √        √      √       

10  Eggi Randhini    √      √        √        √       

11  Firly Mutia   √        √          √      √       

12  Hendra Jonatan     √        √        √        √     

13  Lilys Anggriani    √        √      √        √       

14  Marisa Gayo  √          √      √          √     

15  Mega Mawarni      √    √            √      √     

16  Muhammad Fadli      √      √          √      √     

17  Naita Azzahra    √          √      √      √       

18  Nicha Syahputri      √      √          √      √     

19  Nowel Cornel    √          √      √          √   

20  Pina Nita    √          √        √      √     

21  Rafi Akbar      √      √        √          √   

22  Sundari R    √          √        √        √   

23  Windy Cintia      √        √      √          √   

24  Windy Triana  √          √          √      √     

25  Yudha Risandi    √          √      √        √     



Total score 52  55  50  46  

Percentage   52%  55%   50%   46%  

Average Percentage 50.33% 

Category Quite Active 

 

Note: 

4 = Very Active     2 = Quite Active 

3 = Active     1 = Passive 

  



APPENDIX 7 

Students’ Activities in Cycle II 

 

School   : SMP SWASTA BAKTI II MEDAN 

Academic Year : 2019/2020 

Class/Semester : IX-I 

Subject  : English 

No Students' Name 

Aspect 

Interest Attention Participation Presentation 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

1  Adelia Ulan Dari      √        √        √        √   

2  Ahmad Ilham     √          √        √          √ 

3  Apriyanto        √        √    √          √   

4  Arif Setiawan      √        √          √      √   

5  Bima Ferdiansyah      √          √        √    √     

6  Diana Novita Sari        √      √          √        √ 

7  Dian Firmansyah        √        √      √          √ 

8  Dimas Ramadhan      √        √          √      √   

9  Dwi Lestari      √        √        √      √     

10  Eggi Randhini        √        √      √          √ 

11  Firly Mutia         √      √          √      √   

12  Hendra Jonatan     √          √      √            √ 

13  Lilys Anggriani      √      √          √          √ 

14  Marisa Gayo        √        √        √      √   

15  Mega Mawarni      √          √        √      √   

16  Muhammad Fadli      √      √          √        √   

17  Naita Azzahra        √        √        √        √ 

18  Nicha Syahputri    √          √          √        √ 

19  Nowel Cornel      √        √        √        √   

20  Pina Nita        √        √        √        √ 

21  Rafi Akbar        √      √        √      √     

22  Sundari R      √      √          √        √   

23  Windy Cintia      √          √        √        √ 

24  Windy Triana        √        √        √        √ 

25  Yudha Risandi        √      √          √      √   



Total score 83   82  86  83 

Percentage 83%   82%   86%  83% 

Average Percentage 83.5% 

Category Very Active 

 

Note: 

4 = Very Active     2 = Quite Active 

3 = Active     1 = Passive 

 



APPENDIX 8

Teachers’ Performance in Cycle I

School : SMP SWASTA BAKTI II MEDAN

Academic Year : 2019/2020

Class/Semester : IX-I

Subject : English

1 Adelia Ulan
2 Ahmad Ilham 
3 Apriyanto
4 Arif Setiawan
5 Bima F
6 Diana Novita
7 Dian F
8 Dwi Lestari
9 Eggi Randhini
10 Firly Mutia 
11 Hendra J
12 Lilys A
13 Marisa Gayo
14 Mega M
15 M Fadli
16 Naita Azzahra
17 Nicha S
18 Nowel Cornel
19 Pina Nita
20 Rafi Akbar
21 Sundari R
22 Tegar N

Students' 

Name
No

4 3 3 2 3 2

1 2 2

J K

2 3 2

A B C D E F G H I

1 1 3 2 2

1 1
2 3 1 2 1 1 3 4 3 3 2

2 1 1 1 2 3
1 3 2 2 3 2 1 1

2
3 3 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 4 3

2 3 2 1 22 2 2 1 1

3
2 2 2 3 4 3 1 1 2 2 3

1 2 1 2 33 2 2 3 1

2
1 3 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 3 4

2 1 2 3 31 2 3 3 2

2
3 3 2 1 3 2 2 3 4 3 2

3 2 3 2 31 1 2 2 1

1
1 1 2 2 3 2 1 1 3 2 2

1 2 3 2 12 4 4 2 1

1
2 3 4 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 2

3 2 1 2 31 2 2 1 3

3
1 3 2 2 1 2 2 3 3 3 2

1 3 2 1 22 1 3 2 2

1
1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 3 3 2

1 2 2 3 12 3 2 2 1

1
2 2 1 2 2 3 2 1 2 3 2

2 2 3 2 22 3 2 1 1



23 Windy Cintia
24 Windy Triana
25 Yudha Risandi

Note :

Scale Score

4  = Very Good 2  = Enough Good

3  = Good 1  = Bad

Note Activities:

A  : Aperception G  : Ability to Evaluate

B  : Material Explanation H  : Giving Reward to Individual

C  : Explanation of Learning Method I  : Determining the Score of Individual

D  : Technique Part of Group J  : Concluding Learning Material

E  : Management of Discussion K  : Closing The Learning

F  : Giving Question or Quiz

54%

Total Score

Percentage 54%

45

58% 59% 48% 48%

54 58

45%

5458

58%

48 49 46

49% 46%

59

51%

2
3 2 3 2 3 2 1 1 1 2 3

2 2 3 3 22 3 3 1 2

EnoughCategory

13 2 3 2 12 3 2 2 1

51%

5148

Mean



APPENDIX 9

Teachers’ Performance in Cycle II

School : SMP SWASTA BAKTI II MEDAN

Academic Year : 2019/2020

Class/Semester : IX-I

Subject : English

1 Adelia Ulan
2 Ahmad Ilham 
3 Apriyanto
4 Arif Setiawan
5 Bima F
6 Diana Novita
7 Dian F
8 Dwi Lestari
9 Eggi Randhini
10 Firly Mutia 
11 Hendra J
12 Lilys A
13 Marisa Gayo
14 Mega M
15 M Fadli
16 Naita Azzahra
17 Nicha S
18 Nowel Cornel
19 Pina Nita
20 Rafi Akbar
21 Sundari R
22 Tegar N

Students' 

Name
No

4 2 4 3 3 3

2 3 3

J K

4 3 4

A B C D E F G H I

3 4 4 3 3

3 2
3 3 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 3

2 3 3 4 2 3
3 4 4 4 3 3 4 4

4
3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3

3 3 4 3 32 3 3 4 4

4
3 2 3 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 3

4 3 3 4 44 3 3 3 4

3
4 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 4

3 4 3 3 33 3 4 4 3

3
3 3 3 4 3 4 4 3 4 3 3

3 3 3 3 34 4 3 3 4

3
3 4 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 3

3 3 3 2 33 4 4 2 4

3
4 3 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 2

3 3 3 4 34 3 3 4 3

4
4 4 3 3 2 3 3 4 3 3 4

4 3 3 2 33 4 3 3 3

4
3 4 3 4 3 2 3 4 3 3 3

3 4 3 3 43 4 2 3 2

3
4 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 3

3 4 3 3 43 3 4 4 3



23 Windy Cintia
24 Windy Triana
25 Yudha Risandi

Note :

Scale Score

4  = Very Good 2  = Enough Good

3  = Good 1  = Bad

Note Activities:

A  : Aperception G  : Ability to Evaluate

B  : Material Explanation H  : Giving Reward to Individual

C  : Explanation of Learning Method I  : Determining the Score of Individual

D  : Technique Part of Group J  : Concluding Learning Material

E  : Management of Discussion K  : Closing The Learning

F  : Giving Question or Quiz

81%

Total Score

Percentage 82%

83

85% 80% 82% 79%

81 83

83%

8285

83%

79 81 84

81% 84%

80

82%

4
3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3

3 4 3 3 44 3 2 3 3

Category Very Good

43 4 3 3 44 3 4 3 3

82%

8282

Mean



  



 



APPENDIX 11 

Research Documentation 

 

 

Picture 1. The students did pre-test 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 2. Researcher explained about the method and the media in cycle I 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 3. The teacher explained material about recount text in cycle I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 4. Students worked in groups through STAD method 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 5. The students presented their work to other groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 6. The students took a note about the lesson in cycle II 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 7. The students found the main idea, details, and specific information 

from recount text in cycle II 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 8. The students did post-test 
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